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Darkness descends on campus
First day of classes upset
by a major power failure
p.m.
"It was an equipment failure on
one of the electrical circuits that
Many Wright State students supplies electricity to the univerwho attended classes Monday were sity," said Warren Shinker, direcin the dark — literally.
tor of service operations at Dayton
On the first day of classes Power & Light.
Wright State suffered a major camAccording to University
pus-wide blackout. Every area of Spokeswoman Lynette M. Heard
campus, with the exception of the of West Chester, the power outage
Woods and Forest Lane, was af- was due to a malfunctioning transfected.
former on Interstate 675.
Parts of Fz. irborn were also afShinker credited a repairman
fected by the outage.
who was near the transformer as
The power went out at 1:05 the reason power was restored so
p.m. and came back on at 1:40 quickly.
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer

Pkato »y Scott C««IM

Elsie Fenlc was forced to teach her finance class outdoors after Monday's power failure.

Campus organizations have varying reactions to Monday's blackout
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer

" T o d a y 's the first day for news programs ... during my

While students were lost in the second news cast ever, the p o w e r went out." — P e t e Ziehler
dark, some university organizations
struggled through Monday's power
outage in various ways.
"It doesn't help me or the sta- vide was not bothered, because we
Pete Ziehler, News Director for tion to have the power go off," said have our own generator in Allyn
Wright State University's student Ziehler, a sophomore from Akron Hall."
run radio station, said, "Today's majoring in communication.
"As far as we know
A spokesman for the Depart- everything's fine," said Diane
the first day for news programs ...
during my second news cast ever, ment of Public Safety said, "The Parrish, claims processor at
continuity of the service we pro- Fredrick A. White Medical Centhe power went out."
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Clinton/Gore may
visit Wright State
By THOMAS J. LUCENTE Jr.
News Editor

ton, associate professor of political
science, associate director of the
Center for Urban and Public AfAs the fall campaign for the
fairs, and adviser for the WSU
nation's highest elcctedofficc heats
group, College Democrats, said an
up, many people are wondering
invitation was sent to their camwho they should vote for.
paign recently to have one the of
Wrighi State students may get a
democrats speak on the Founders
special opportunity next month to
Quadrangle.
hear what Democratic presidential
"1 don't really know if they arc
candidate, Arkansas Gov. Bill
coming yet," said Adams. "There
Clinton, or his running mate, U.S.
Sen. A1 Gore, have to say.
see "Clinton" continued
on ppqe 4
Dr. Robert W. Adams of Day-

ter. "As of today, nothing was
lost."
Bursar Carol Stevenson said
the Bursar's Office couldn't process anything until the computer
system came back on line.
The bookstore, on the other
hand, was not really affected by
the black out and business wenton
as usual said Anita Lafferty, director of the WSU Bookstore.
Lafferty said the bookstore
managed by using written receipts

and flashlights.
The registrar's office wasn't
as lucky. They could do nothing
without their computer systems.
Associate Registrar Gail M.
Fred said, "We are so dependent
on our computer system."
A spokesman for Physical
Plant said they responded to some
calls of people being stuck in elevators on campus.
There were no reports of serious injury.
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S c h o o l Daze ...
I

Students who returned to
school Monday enjoyed
nice weather, suffered
through a blackout and
Quad construction, and
were treated to many
vendors on the Quad.Kai
Ransom (Far right), 20, of
Columbus purchased a
Sting poster from a Quad
vendor; Kelly Hefner
(Middle), 19, of Piqua enjoys
the sun; One class (above) was
forced to move their studies
outdoors during the blackout.

A

Photo by !>»«« Hwang

FREDERICK A. WHITE ^
HEALTH CENTER
WSU PHARMACY
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873-3414

The purpose of this
message is to clarify one of
the coupons in the Welcome
Week Issue of The Guardian,
Ipecac Syrup should only be
used with oral poisons.
Ipecac should not he used
w ith inhalation or topical
poisons. Further. Ipecac
should only be used after
calling the Poison Center at
Children's Medical Center
at 222-2227.

The luck of the Irish just ran out.
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Student to study infant mortality in Brazil
society, I am worried bccause if we
don't figure out how to lower the
infant mortality rate, society as a
whole will suffer. I think we must
commit time and money to solving
the problem," added Ms. Jones.
panel of WSU faculty to meet
Nixon, a resident of Dayton,
with Harold L. Nixon, Ph.D., vice
said, "The purpose of the fellowpresident for student affairs, who
ship
is to give bright minority stuwas responsible for choosing her. the infant mortalityratesof urban
dents the opportunity to experiAs part of the fellowship, Ms. America and Brazil.
Jones will conduct a research
"1 was interested in the study ence another culturefirsthand."
"Alberta is intelligent, enthusiproject under Nixon's guidance. because the topic affects me diShe must also communicate her rectly and indirectly," said Ms. astic and willing to share her experiences
with other students after
findings as wellas her experiences,Jones.
to her fellow students after she
"As an African-American, ur- herreturn."added Nixon. "She'll
returns.
ban babies are my future. And as a be able to excite others about the
i culture."
Alberta Jones
Ms. Jones decided to compare pre-med student and member of

Future doctor to compare United
State's rate to the rate in Brazil
Alberta Jones of Fairborn will
graduate from Wright State Universityin 1995 and then go to medical school. Butfirst,she's going to
Brazil.
Ms. Jones, a Wright State
Sophomore pre-med major, will
spend four weeks next summer in
Brazil to complete the Student Affairs Minority Ambassador Program Fellowship. She was one of
only two applicants chosen by a

The WSU Bookstore
would like to
Welcome YOU Back
PEPSI SWEEPSTAKES
Win a FREE Ski Weekend Getaway
To enter simply complete an application and place it
into the ballot box located at the PEPSI display at the
WSU Bookstore.

EASTPAK SWEEPSTAKES
"Why I Love My Eastpak" Contest
For details pick up an entry form at the Eastpak
display in the WSU Bookstore.

Grand Prize
$1,500.00 Scholarship
Wright State
University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

MADE IN U S A

Store Hours
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:30-6:30
8:30-4:30
10:00-4:30
Closed

Wright State University Bookstore
University Center
Please call if you have any questions: (513) 873-2875

Seminars
to be held
on campus
The following seminars sponsored by the department of biochemistry will be held in 035 Medical Sciences at 11:30 a.m.
•Oct. 2,11:30 a.m. —Dr. Jeffrey Robbins from the University
of Cincinnati will be the speaker at
a seminar on "Transgenic Analyses of Cardiac Myosin Promoters."
•Oct. 9,11:30 a.m. — Dr. Gary
Baker from Northern Illinois University will Riveaseminar on "Proton and Ligand Interactions in Cytochrome c Oxidase: A Respiratory Metal loenzyme."
•Oct. 16, 11:30 a.m. — Dr.
David R. Shortle from Johns
Hopkins University will speak on
"The Stability of the Folded Conformation of Staphylococcal Nuclease: The X-ray Crystal Structure Does Not Tell All."
•Oct. 23,11:30 a.m. — Albert
W. Girotti of the Medical College
of Wisconsin will talk about"Photooxidative Damage in Cell Membranes: Reaction Pathways and
Protective Mechanism."
•Oct 30, 11:30 a.m. —Dr.
Frederick C. Wedler from Pennsylvania State University will speak
at a seminar titled, "Isotope Exchange Kinetics of Aspartate
Transcarbamoylase: Mutant Enzymes."
•Nov. 6, 11:30 a.m. — Dr.
Avanelle Kirksey of Purdue University will speak on "Morphological, Biochemical and Functional Consequences of Vitamin
B6 Deficits During Early Central
Nervous System Development."
•Nov. 13, 11:30 a.m. —Dr.
Robert A. Copeland from the University of Chicago will give a lecture on "Long Distance Cofactor
Interactions in Cytochrome c Oxidase."

I
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Computer news

Professor analyzes social implications of computers
Are we slaves to technology?
By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
We use them for voice mail, to
play video tapes on VCRs and
even to warm up a burger in a
microwave oven. They are computers — the 30-year-old, high
tech devices which have spread
throughout almost every aspect of
our day-to-day lives.
Dr. Leo Finkelstein, Jr. of
Beavercreek, director of technical
communications and a computer
professor in the College of Engineering and Computer Science, is
concerned about society's growing dependence on computer technology and its negative impact on
our professional and personal
lives.

e're basically a very
"This doesn't necessarily
mean it [computer technology] is competitive society. The
all bad ... but you can't name a
single thing you do that isn't di- more technology we have the
rectly or indirectly based on com- more we're able to do."
puters," Finkelstein said.
Although he supports techno- —Dr. Leo Finkelstein Jr.
logical advances, Finkelstein feels
the continual upgrading of comIn an article published last year
puter systems fosters a complex
environment to live and work in; in the national journal "Technical
moreover, that this complexity Communication," Finkelstein
causes problems such as high tech points out that the danger of comcrime and the invasion of privacy. puter crime, from planted viruses
"We're basically a very com- to the theft of computing services,
hits far closer to home than many
petitive society," he stated.
'The more technology wc have suspect.
the more we're able to do [and) as The chances of being detected,
soon as one person does more, he adds, are less than 1 percent
other people have to do more to be and of those who are caught, 89
percent are not prosecuted.
competitive."

1992-93 MAIN CAMPUS
PARKING REVISIONS

RESERVE

Invasion of privacy is another
concern brought on by the use of
computers.
According to Finkelstein, computers and their users can invade
our personal privacy through interrelated databases, computer
monitoring and electronic mail.
"We're in the process of redefining privacy ... lots of people
can find out almost any thing about
anyone," he asserted.
Finkelstein sees any powerful
technology as having its dark side,
and feels the experts of computer
technology "need to have some
awareness of the social implications."
This fall, Finkelstein is teaching "Social Implications of Computing," a communication skills
course which addresses the negatives of the computer age.

OFFICERS'

iii

Clinton

see "Clinton" continued
on page 4
are tactical things that they
(the candidates) will (have
to) mull over."
He added that the Col lege
Democrats have the Quad on
a sort of holding reserve in
case one of them decides to
come to campus.
Adams said the invitation
was originally a joint venture
with the Western Ohio Education Association to speak
at their Oct. 14 meeting on
campus, but they backed out.
According to Adams, the
original invitation was sent
in the spring prior to the convention but a second invitation was sent last week.
"I think that we would
have a good shot at getting
them," said Adams.

TRAINING

Effective at the beginning of the fall quarter, the
University has implemented a revised parking
system. All students enrolled on the main campus
will be assessed a $5 per quarter general parking
and transportation fee. The monies will be used to
support an enhanced shuttle bus system and
undertake a program of continuing improvement to
the parking lots.

CORPS

•'"""HHU,,

GENERAL UNZONED LOTS
General unzoned parking is located in the West-lot
4, PE-lot 1 and F.A. White-lot 16. Additional general
unzoned parking is available in the K-lot 19 and
Nutter Center lots 7 and 8.

RAIDER SHUTTLE SERVICE
Route N leaves from the front of Rike Hall and
travels south on University Boulevard and follows
Colonel Glenn Highway to the Nutter Center. The
bus returns by the same route and operates from
approximately 6:45am until 3pm.
Route K departs from the back of Millett Hall and
follows University Boulevard to the K-lot 19. The
bus returns the same route and operates from
approximately<6:45am until 3pm.
Route L operates from approximately 3pm until
11:30pm and encompasses a clockwise route from
Rike Hall, to Millett Hall, to the K-lot 19, to the
Nutter Center returning to Rike Hall via Colonel
Glenn Highway.
Raider shuttle schedules are avc- able at the Office
of Parking Services and on the shuttle busses.

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.

Register now without obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.

For more information
Contact Cpt. Sadie
337 Allyn Hall
873-8763
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04!y ^om, ^Ke +hink$ ell I ever do if go
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are you going +o come to/our fen/e; and
p/cK Something feflflble ? (tfgk) Well, I
guetf ifj Juff another phafe.' *>o I told her,
'Give me a break Ma. I mean I kept t/ie
fame phone company aII four year/.'..

SKe was impretfed"
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o matter what phase of college life you're in,
will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from
AT&T can help you through it. Just choose c*7*Z those your roommates make. The AT&T Calling Card
fiude n*
AT&T Long Distance. And you'll become a Javerplu/
lets you call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Also,
member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a line of productsfor off fcmpu;
when you sign up for AT&T, yourfirstcall is free*
and services designed specifically to meet your needs Studenif
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long
while you're in college.
distance service.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will
Distance, no matter when and where you call. Call Manager be impressed.
If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
AIKT Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.

AT&T
i
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The Guardian is an independent
newspaper printed weekly during the regulir
school yeir and monthly during the summer.
The newspaper is published by students of
Wright State University and printed on
recycled paper. Offices are located at 046
University Center, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a
majority of the editorial board. Editorials with
bylines reflect the opinion of the writer. Views
expressed in columns and cartoons are those of
the writers and artists.
The Guardianreservesthe right to censor,
rejcct or disapprove of any advertising copy in
accordance with any present or future
advertising acceptance rules established by The
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UCB cinema needs work
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
It is time to question the direction
of the University Center Cinema
Board.
One of the greatest cinematic experiences of my life was courtesy of
UCB. It was winter, 1990, when they
booked the director's cut, Dolby stereo, 70 millimeter version of Apocalypse Now at the Neon Movies. The
place was packed.
I still have the UCB cinema schedule for spring 1990. Among the 18
films shown during the quarter were
11 Dayton area premieres. The highlights of the schedule were the
director's cut of Once Upon a Time in
America and Salo, both shown in 35
millimeter at the Neon Movies.
I also have the UCB cinema schedule for this fall. Among the 13 films
to be shown during this quarter, there
are no Dayton area premieres. The
highlights of the schedule are JFK
and Incident at Oglala, both shown
in 16 millimeter at 116 Health Sciences.
Two sections of UCB deal with
the showing of theatrical films: UCB
cinema, and UCB video. Cinema
shows movies on film, on weekends,
in the evenings and in a low traffic
area of campus: the Health Sciences
building. UCB video shows movies
on video, on weekdays, during school
hours and in a high traffic area: the
Rathskellar.
This design shows the intent of the
two programs. Video is designed to
show the big hits, the films everyone
is familiar with. Audience members
can show up halfway through the
movie and still have a good time,
because they are on familiar turf.
Video is to be applauded for doing a
wonderful job this fall. They scheduled films such as Cape Fear, City
Slickers, Fried Green Tomatoes and
Hook. Bravo.
Cinema is designed to be more
avant-garde. Since it is on the weekends, and since admission is charged,

cinema is designed to show films that
appeal more to the cinema buff. In
fact, since this is a commuter campus, there is little chance that the
casual fan will drop by. This is also
supported by the distribution of schedules off-campus, and the fact that
Dayton Daily News runs reviews of
the weekend movies.
Movies shown by UCB cinema on
Friday and Saturday this term include 12 Angry Men, The Manchurian Candidate, Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington, Psycho, and Citizen
Kane. All are excellent movies. All
are also readily available on video.
The Sunday movies include
Rashomon, The Thin Blue Line, The
Nasty Girl, and Triumph of the Will.
While not as easy to find, all of these
films can be located on video. Most
of the people who have heard of these
films have already seen them.
One of the showcase films of this
term is Incident at Oglala. Incident
at Oglala just played at the Little An
Theatre last weekend. It is also slated
to show at the Neon Movies soon.
Why would people come see the film
here in 16 millimeter when they can
see it in 35 millimeter somewhere
else?
The other showcase film is JFK.
JFK has not been on video very long.

and had its theatrical release less than
a year ago. And it is everywhere.
There are gas stations that rent JFK.
What makes JFK a bigger mistake
is its cost. UCB was lucky if it rented
JFK for $500, and it likely spent
hundreds more. UCB cinema only
has a budget of $2,000 a quarter.
Conservatively, UCB cinema spent
at least one fourth of its budget on
one movie.
What should be done? UCB cinema needs to offer a clear alternative
to video rentals. First, it should try to
show more 35 millimeter films
through the Neon Movies. It tried last
term with Star Wars (which was
pulled due to circumstances beyond
its control.) It should take a shot at
least once a quarter.
Second, there needs to be more of
an effort to get hard-to-find films. In
spring, 1990, UCB cinema ran Dayton premieres of films by directors
such as Luis Bunuel, Wemer Herzog,
Akira Kurosawa and Jean-Luc
Godard. These efforts have become a
thing of the past. That is unfortunate.
UCB cinema was once a true
source of distinction for WSU among
college campuses. Now, it is becoming just another campus cinema program. Too bad. With a little effort, it
can be returned to its former glory.
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Op-Ed
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Governor's "scorched earth" budget
policy threatens Ohio's past, future
Recently, the Ohio Historical
Society announced that drastic
cuts in its budget require that
nine of Ohio's most significant
historical sites must close some
time in the future.
I know Governor Voinovich
is committed to Ohio's travel
and tourism industry. For this
reason, I have asked him to
intervene to prevent the closing
of these sites which have great
historical significance for Ohio
and the entire Northwest Territory.
But in a larger context, it is
clear that this OHS action is
only the most recent tragic
example of the effects of Governor Voinovich's unilateral
"scorched earth" approach to
budget balancing in the State of

Ohio.
unilaterally in one budget area after
I understand the difficult budget another to the serious detriment of
situation we face in Ohio. I and
all Ohioans.
the General Assembly, Democrat
The Voinovich budget cuts to
and
primary
Republi—
— and
can, want
secondary
pernor Voinovich and
to work
with the
acts unilaterally in higher
Governor
one budget area after an- educacooperations
tively to
other to the serious detri- threaten
solve
to destroy
ment of all Ohioans.
problems
Ohio's
for all
— ————————
future!
Ohio.
The
Unfortunately, he does not seem Voinovich budget cuts to OEPA's
to want to cooperate. Rather, the
environmental protection and
Governor threatens and issues
ODNR's state parks and other state
ultimatums that seem to welcome
agencies threaten to destroy Ohio's
confrontation time after time.
present! Now, the Voinovich
Then, Governor Voinovich acts
budget cuts to the Ohio Historical

Society threaten to destroy Ohio's
past!
Past, present, future — sadly,
that's all there is.
There is nothing easier or more
politically popular than to cut and
cut and cut with the result that we
effectively dismantle all of state
government. That is not the
answer for Ohio.
We need Governor Voinovich's
leadership to work together constructively to build a better Ohio
for all, now and in the future.
Before it is too late, I hope the
Governor gives the General Assembly the opportunity to work
with him as equal partners in this
regard.

people who would give a casual
glance at this article and possibly
never read it in its entirety. These
casual readers would be emotionally and politically swayed by his
singled-out statement perhaps
enough to socially adopt a disdain
toward any or all environmentaware persons.
This is not the case against
every other person who will take
the time to digest all of the writer's
words, but also to investigate the
whole problem of environmental
pollution faced by serious and
dedicated environmentalists who
the writer might consider "environazis."
Casual readers are not unlike a
casual newspaper coordinating
editor who has never delved into,
nor discovered the complex biological responsibility and biologi-

environment.
The writer has caring confused
with Nazi hatred.
The Nazi's paid the price of
their naked egotist hatred for life
at the end of their war, and at the
Nuremberg trials where Nazi
leaders like Hess and Eickman
were sentenced to hang by the
neck.
I think the writer would do well
not to compare environmental
concern with the destruction of
Nazi-like egotist aggression, if
nothing else than out of respect
for the people who did truly suffer
at the hands of Nazi attituces and
philosophies based on aggression
and death.

r\>\

\J a

Robert L. Burch
State Senator (D-Dover)

Writer uses rhetoric to sway readers

I read "Beware of the EnviroNazis" in the August 12, 1992
issue of The Guardian.
I noted that the large printed
highlighted comment of the
writer was not his most poignant
argument for his opinion of
zealous environmentalists. Yet,
the highlighted paragraph: "It
does not make sense to put
people out of work or spend
taxpayers dollars to protect one
of the nesting sights of the
spotted rainbow higher-foodchain trout fish," was one of his
most politically biased statements in the article.
It was used by him to evoke
an emotional HOORAH, in this
the midst of election time, from
people who still unflinchingly
support Bush.
And it was used to influence

cal or geological impact that "one"
human can have on other species,
including human, in a single,
small, local system that is ultimately linked quite intricately with
the larger global environment of
our earth.
But his statement: "Only
through the rape of the land can the
land be saved," was mo^t offensive
to me. What a very harsh and
hostile assumption about the
possibilities of effective technology, or our society providing labor
for out-of-work Americans!
That statement is rather overtly
and rashly aggressive! It is much
like his "enviro-nazi" connotation.
This accusation should not so
carelessly and off-handedly be
thrown in the face of environmentalists who care about "life" on all
levels, including that of our own

Catherine M. Vance
Senior
Environmental Health

\
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Russ Center open house draws crowd
Staff W r i t e r
The F rit/ and Dolores Russ( "outer played host to approximately
l.(XX> visitors who celebrated lis
tour-day grand opening last week.
To kick o f f events Sept.
a
formal black tie dinner was held in
honor of local business leaders
whose contributions helped fund
the construction of the engineering
complex.
Companies such as Mead. NCR
and Amcasl International were
among the university's significant
corporate benefactors.
The Dayton Area Chamber of
Commerce hosted a "Business At
tor Hours" exposition Thursday
From 5:30-7:30 p.m. area businesses displayed their products and

hosted a five-hour t ;K*n house for
all \ isitors. Through three separate
tours, attendees were able to view
the lacility 's many leatures. ranging Irom unique laboratories and
company-namedclassrooms to the
NCR Software 1 .earningCenterand
the I'M*' Wright Brothers' engine.
finding the celebration Saturday, the Ohio M u Chapter of the
fan Beta Pi National Engineering
Honor Society held a ceremony to
dedicate the installation of BF.N'f.
the society's symbol. Following
the dedication, a rccept ion was held
to honor WSf 's alumni contributors.

Photo h \ Scoll Cn//olin<

K a t h y K e n n e d y , a s o p h o m o r e MIS m a j o r , w a s f l y i n g h i g h o n the flight s i m u l a t o r .

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra c a s h
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

JUST BECAUSE
YOURE ACCEPTED

p plasma alliance

DOESN'T MEAN

' P « o p « Helping People"

Mon -Thurs. 6 3 0 a m - 8 30 p n .
rn. 6:30 a m - 6.00 p.m.
Sat. 4 Sun 8 0 0 a m - 3 00 p m
CAUL POR INFO: 224-1973

a
"65 £ H«*naSi
a : *»'•
Dayton. O KI
H7A BUG 22
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SCHOOL TIES
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You can earn up to $150/month or more!
We are a We lo accomodate your organnaDoris n e w s !o aarn

moniM

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS UAFFE LANSING PRODC
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Matthews really digs Greeks and Romans
By SCOTT COPKLAND
Spotlight Kditor
"Archaeology, I've always
thought that was so interesting,"
Carrie Matthews says. "I thought
it'd be so neat if it would work out
so I might discover something really great. I know you don't always
do that, but just the thought that
you might find something really
important."
Carrie Matthews is the 199293 Wright State University Presi
dential Scholar. She was nominated
for the award by the classics department, and is the first presidential scholar from Classics.
Each candidate wrote a 600
word essay on what Matthew
termed "what you want to do with
your life." The dean of each college chose one candidate to represent that college, and then the
president's officechosc Matthews
from the finalists from each college.
Matthews will do a research
project under thcdircctionof WSU
President Paige Mulhollan.
Matthews described what she plans
to do for the project.
"I'm thinking of doing something with Paulsenius, he's a
Greek," she said. "I guess you'd
call him a guide. He's like a modern day tour guide who traveled
through Greece. I want to look at
the art he described and look at

U

I thought it'd he so
neat if it would work
out so I might discover
something really
great."
—Carrie Matthews
what's going on now with then."
Matthews described why she is
majoring in classical humanities
and not archaeology. "There's
mainly two different types of archaeology," she said. 'There's anthropological and there's classical.
Classical usually deals with Greek,
Roman, and sometimes Egyptian.
Anthropological is more, usually,
Africa and American Indians. I'm
just more interested in classical."
She said classical humanities
studied the politics, literature, art,
religion as well as the history of
ancient Greece and ancient Rome.
She described it as "like ancient
history, but more specifically, two
cultures."
When she graduates, Matthews
plans to go to graduate school .with
an eye to overseas work. Ultimately. she hopes to be an archaeologist, quite possibly at a museum.

Carrie Matthews

Learn to lead at Wright State's 1992-93
Student Organization Training Day
represented will not be. registered
for the 1992-93 academic year.
According to Gerry Petrak, asIf you're a leader of a student sistant director of student organiorganization, you know the diffi- zations and leadership developculties of keeping up with campus ment, the training day will be a
policies and procedures you must source of information for student
follow. A Student Organization organizations. Some of the things
Training Day will be held Saturday leaders will hear about arc policies
which will give you all the infor- and procedures and facilities that
mation necessary to run an effec- will be available in the future. The
tive club, and this isn't an invita- training day also assures that there
are no excuses for groups not knowtion.
Every student organization is ing any campus rules and regularequired to be represented at the tions.
Petrak also listed the presentatraining day. Any club failing to be
By AMY RANG
Asst. Spotlight Editor

tions that will be given.
There will be a general information session detailing the
changes that have occurred in the
University Center and the S.O.L.D.
office.
Lynette Heard, associate director of public relations, will discuss
howclubs can publicize themselves
on and off campus.
Student Government Chair Jeff
Weller will speak at lunch on what
Student Government can offer student organizations and to listen to
what organizations want from Student Government.

Deal LaCour, graduate assisMarriott food service will talk
tant for the substance abuse/Raider to leaders about what services they
Alcohol Awareness Program, will offer for club events.
give a diversity education presenThe training day runs from 9:15
a.m. until 4:15 p.m. Leaders meet
tation.
Policy and procedure changes in 109 Oelman and break-out seswill be outlined by Gerry Petrak. sions will be held in the Rikc Hall
Katie Decdrick, director of new basement Lunch wi 11 be provided.
student orientation, will explain the
Someone from your organizanew drug and alcohol law and how tion should call or stop by the
it effects clubs and WSU in gen- S.O.L.D. office and tell them who
will be representing your organieral.
Mike Coakley, director of stu- zation at the training day.
dent development, will talk to adThe phone number is 873-2711
visors who are also invited to at- and the office is located in 025
tend the training day.
UC.

?
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What's happening this (Welcome) Week?
And what is Friday's Fall Fest ail about?
nities. The rally will occur at 7 p.m.
and features the Pep Band, Emerald Jazz and WSU cheerleaders.
One of the most difficult parts
The rock band "Cotton" will
of college life is getting to know play at the Nutter Center at 9 p.m.
what services and opportunities are Thursday night. Student tickets cost
available. This year's Welcome S2.
Week will offer the WSU commuFood and fun arc two highnity the rare chance to explore a lot lights of Fall Fest which will take
of what the university has to offer. place onFriday.FiftydifferentcamStudents can discover how they pus organizations and departments
can get involved in campus activi- will be represented, according to
ties by attending the Student Orga- Steve Brown, Welcome Week Stunizations Open House and Club dent Coordinator.
Fair that will take place in the UniAt least a dozen food, jewelry
versity Center on Thursday. The and poster vendors will display their
event will be open from 11 a.m. to wares as well. There will also be a
2 p.m. The Club Fair will be held dunking booth sponsored by Stuon the patio of the UC.
dent Government. Fall Fest
Students can pep themselves stretches between Allyn Hall and
up at a Spirit Rally Thursday night the University Center and will be
in the Woods residential commu- open between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
By AMY RANG
Asst. Spotlight Kditor

Fall Fest offers a really unique
way for students to learn about
WSU, Brown said.
Students who prefer dancing
Friday night away can attend at
dance at 10 p.m. The Auxiliary
Gym of the Physical Education
Building will house the event.
Fraternities who arc members
of the Intcrfratcrnity Council will
present a talent show Saturday
night. The show will take place at
7:30p.m. in the Creative Arts Center Concert Hall and is open to the
WSU community.
According to Pete Rivera, community director of Hawthorn/Cedar/Hickory and Greek affairs coordinator, the event will be fun and
also partially recruitment bccausc
it will allow students to meet members from the various fraternities

on campus.
After the talent show, the group
will move down to the Woods to
the right of the Garden of Senses
for music, fun and food. There will
be a barbecue with a J immy Buffet
theme where students can mingle
and haveagood time. Rivera points
out that it would also be a good
time for first year students to meet
people. Anyone who wants to barbecue should bring their own hot
dogs or hamburgers. Alcohol is
neither approved or sanctioned at
the event.
"Alcohol is not part of the program," Rivera said. "Just come out
and have a really good time."
For more information on the
open house and club fair or Fall
Fest, contact Steve Brown at 8733510.
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Sneakers
This techno-adventure is
pure fun — maybe a bit loo
pure. The movie's biggest
failing is that its villain, played
by a miscast Ben Kingsley, is
not very threatening, so there's
never a truly exciting sense of
danger in the picture. Still, Phil
Alden Robinson's energetic
direction and the charisma of
the rest of the cast, especially
that of Robert Rcdford, make
this film very enjoyable (Eric
Robinctte)
Pet Sematary Two zero
Ladies and Gentlemen, the
worst movie of 1992. (Scott
Copeland and Eric Robinctte)
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OVERDUE!
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Stop by 046 University Center to fill out
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This clcction day
make your voicc
known... vote.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and j
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar I
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're earning a BSN, write: Armv Nurse Opportunities, PQ Box 3219, Warminster,
PA 18974-9845. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

ARMV NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE

I

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. across from W.S.U. next to Chi Chi's.

427-3338
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& USED TEXTBOOKS
But donft take our word for it,
Stop by and see for yourself.
Special Store Hours
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Plenty of
convenient parking

10am - 5pm
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8:30am - 9:30pm
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Sept. 19th 10am - 5 pm
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Wright State
Clothing & Backpacks
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Ugly Kid Joe is nothing but ugly
ROWDY S HATING

By SCOTT COPKLAND
Spotlight Kditor
Ugly Kid Joe burst onto the
sccnc this year as a novelty act.
Their first hit song, "Anything
About You," was distinctive
mainly for its sense of humor.
The problem with Ugly Kid
Joe's first full length album,
America's Least Wanted, is that it
has nothing but novelty going for
it. But if these guys want to be the
rock and roll version of "Weird
Al" Yankovic, they need to find
belter lines.
The album' s package is ind icative of the sense of humor. The
front shows an Alfred E. Neuman
type kid as the Statue of Liberty. In
one hand, the kid is holding a pornographic magazine, and he's using his other hand to extend his
middle finger.

The back photo shows the band
eating around a patio table. Four of
the five group members arc eating
with their mouths open.
Being disgusting can be funny,
but on this album, it is apparently
all Ugly Kid Joe has to offer. There
is nothing on tne album the matches
the twisted "Everything About
You." On half the songs, it is hard
to tell whether the group is being
silly or sincere.
The subject matter of some of
the songs just isn't funny. One song,
written from the point of view of
Satan, has lines like "Rape, D.U.I.,
assault and battery/ These arc the
things that will bring you to me."
Another, from the point of view of
a homeless panhandler, has these
lines: "Yeah the streets arc cold but
at least/There's soul and that's all
1 need!"
Musically, there isn't a whole
lot to recommend the album, either. "Mr. Recordman," the band's
shotat the music industry, has some
good guitar work, but the rest of the
album feels like the work of a band

Ugly Kid Joe smiles pretty for the camera. From left, Mark Davis, Klaus Etchstadt, Cave
Fortman, Whitfield Crane, and Cordell Crockett.
who hit the big time before they
were ready, and then rushed their
first album to take advantage of
their hit single.
Ultimately, this is not the album that you hate. The group has a

son of twisted charm which can
shine through. But this tired humor
wears out its welcome very quick.
Even if you were interested in
it, America's Least Wanted is the
kind of album you buy, listen to for

a couple of times, and then put on
the shelf. You kind of smile when
you sec it there, but you are never
really moved to listen to it again.
Not the kind of investment 1 want
to make.

TI calculators work harder.
To help you work smarter.
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Hetherington directing the Human Race
By AMY RANCi
Asst. Spotlight Editor
For William Shakespeare, the
play's the thing. Much the same
can be said for Bob Hetheringion
of WSU's theatre department.
Hetherington is currently directing Prelude to a Kiss for ihc
Human Race Theatre Company in
downtown Dayton. He also spent
many of the past few months in
Ontario, Canada at the Stratford
Festival.
Hetherington isn't the only representative of WSU involved in the
production. He took the time to
mention the others who arc working on the production.
'The leading role of the play.
Peter, is being played by Wright
State theatre faculty member Bruce
Cromer. This is the first time I've
worked with Bruce and I was very
anxious to do so," Hetherington
said. "He's an excellent, excellent
actor."
"The female lead is being
played by Rebecca Finncgan, and
she's one of our own students who

I've worked with several times,"
he added.
"Bill Forres plays Peter's best
friend," Hetherington later noted.
"Bill is a graduate of the Wright
State acting program who has done
many productions for both Human
Race Theatre and Wright Slate
University Theatre.
"We also have two current
Wright State students in the production," he continued, "Todd
Lawson and Lisa Roth. They arc
members of the ensemble of die
company and they're also assistant
stage managers."
Props for the show arc handled
by John Lavarnway, who is the
new staff properties person for the
WSU theatre department. Stage
Manager Susan Pringle is also a
graduate of WSU. Set designer
LindaCarmichael Rose has worked
on sets for past WSU theatre productions.
Prelude to a Kiss poses questions about the true limits of love
and what it really means.
"It's a play about what it means
to love somcbodv and whether it is

in fact possible to love someone
for what they are rather than what
they look like." Hetherington explains.
Hetherington has been a resident director for the Human Race
Theatre Company since its creat ion
in 1986, and has been at WSU for
14 years. He cites the people he
works with and die need for professional theatre in Dayton as what
attracted him to directing for the
Human Race.
"There was a community of
theatre artists in Dayton who I
greatly respected and who I was
eager to work with," Hetherington
said. "The reason I wanted to work
for them is simply the people involved and the commitment to creating professional theatre in Dayton."
Hetherington traveled from the
Stratford Festival in August, but
that wasn't his first journey to
Canada.
"I have been attending the Stratford Festival as an enthusiastic
s e e "Hetherington" continued on
page 14

Bob Hetherington
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"Hetherington
continued from
page 13

audience member for about 15
years. I have been taking theatre
student tours to Stratford for six
years. 1 do this because I believe
that there is no finer classical theatre company on thiscontinenithan
the
Stratford
Festival."
Hetherington said.
Afterapproaching the Stratford
Festival, Hetherington talked them

into allowing him to observe three
productions this season.
"My responsibilities on those
shows would depend on the individual director. I worked on The
Tempest, Romeo and Juliet, and
Love's
Labour's
Lost,"
Hetherington explained.
The three shows started rehearsals in February and opened in the
first week in June. That same
month, Hetherington received the
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•Policy
•Roommate Conflict
•Tenant/Landlord
•Conflict Mediation
Call the Ombudsman!
Ext. 2242,192 Allyn

.Wright
r i y m State
o i d i e University
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" Hetherington found the Stratford Festival to be a tremendous
learning experience.
"I got a better education in professional theatre there than anything I could have imagined," He
said. "Having worked there for six
months, I still believe it's the best
classical theatre on thiscontinent."
While at the festival,
I letherington found a play entitled
Homeward Bound he is directing
for the Human Race Theatre Company in April.
"It has been produced once in

the United States with another production scheduled to be done,"
Hetherington said.
"(Homeward Bound|'s a very
funny play about contemporary life.
It is a comedy of manners about
death," he continued. "It's both
very funny and also very sad and
we're lucky to be able to get the
rights to do this play."
Prelude to a Kiss opens Thursday and will run for three weeks at
the Loft in the Metropolitan Arts
Center, 126 N. Main St. For ticket
information, call the Victoria Theatre Ticket Center at 228-3630.

LOST AND FOUND SALE
DELTA ZETA WILL CONDUCT A SALE OF LOST AND
FOUND ARTICLES AT OCTOBER DAZE. ALL ITEMS
HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 20 DAYS AND WILL BE PRICED
FOR DIRECT SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE
WILL BENEFIT DELTA ZETA. ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS
OLD WILL BE DONATED OR DISPOSED OF ON
SEPTEMBER 30,1992.
IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE CHECK WITH
THE OFFICE OF PARKING SERVICES, 017 LIBRARY BY
SEPTEMBER 29, 1992.

A
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September 12-18, 1992

opportunity to work with a worldrespected Shakespearean director
and a famous actor.
"I was very eager to be there
when Michael Langham was directing Brian Bedford in Measure
for Measure, and as it happens,
things had gone so well for me in
Stratford, and Michael Langham
likes to work with an assistant director, and Stratford didn't have an
assistant director for him — 1 became the assistant director,"
Hetherington said. "So 1 got to
work very close on this prixluction
of Measure for Measure assisting

f
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Sports
ATHLETES m WEEK
Women's Soccer
Julie Bulmer
Men's Soccer
Rob Drake
Volleyball
Joani Kirby
Joylynn Mosier
Women's Cross Country
Jane Recker
Men's Cross Country
Malt Pennucci

Golf
Bart Papkc

LAST WEEK'S SCORES
WHO BEAT WHOM

Women's Soccer
Radford dcf. WSU 2-0
James Madison def. WSU 3-2
Men's Soccer
WSU def. Xavier 2-0
WSU def. Cincinnati 1-0 OT
Volleyball
Bowling Green def. WSU 13-15,
10-15.7-15
WSU def. Chicago St. 15-3,150.15-4
WSU def. Central Fla. 15-12,158.1506
WSU def. Marshall 15-12,15-4,
15-11
Kansas def. WSU 16-18,4-15,715
Men's Cross Country
WSU def. Dayton 23-28
Women's Cro» Country
WSU def. Dayton 23-35
Golf
WSU placed tccond in Dayton

Sports CALENDAR
Sept 16
Women's Soccer at Dayton
S e p t 17
Volleyball vs. Eastern Dlinois
S e p t 19
Men's Soccer vs. Bradley
WSU Cross Country
Invitational
Women's Tennis vs. Indiana/
Purdue
S e p t 20
Men's Soccer vs. Western
Michigan
S e p t 23
Men's Soccer vs. Southern
Indiana
Women's Soccer vs. Kentucky

The Guardian
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Wright State gets a kick out of Diadora
A disappointing performance in last year's Diadora
Kickoff Classic started
Wright State's men's soccer
team off on the wrong foot.
This year the Raiders
were determined to have a
better showing.
They did.
Wright State won the
four-team tournament with
a 2-0 record, defeating
Xavier 2-0 and Cincinnati 10.
With the wins, the Raiders improved to 2-0-1.
Xavier hosted the annual
tournament.
Freshman forward Dan
LaBianca and junior forward
Jeff Clark scored against
Xavier, with an assist going
to Sam Grewal, a sophomore
midfielder.
In the Cincinnati game,
Paul McGillivary, a junior
defender, scored the lone
goal in double overtime.
Wright State's Rob
Drake, a junior, was named
to the Most Valuable Players team as a defender.
The Raiders play Bradley Sept. 19 and host Westem Michigan Sept. 20.

MMIDH
CONTINENT
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
FfcoU hj Tmj CWrUrMk.

Junior Kevin Harvey (left) should help provide
stability for Wright State at mldfleld.

19
20
23
26
27
30
2
9
11
16
18
27
30
31
4

Bradley
WEST. MICH
S. INDIANA
at Wis.-GB*
at Valparaiso*
OHIO STATE
at Dayton
E. ILLINOIS*
WJLLINOIS*
at Ill-Chicago*
at N.Olinois
at Miami 3 pm
LOUISVILLE
VANDERBILT
CLEVE ST.*

Noon
2 pm
3 pm
2 pm
3 pm
3 pm
7 pm
3 pm
2 pm
2 pm
1 pm
2 pm
2 pm
3 pm

•Mid-Continent Conference Games
•Home games in bold

Raiders' fall athletics hit full stride
Wright State golf team
beats par in opening meet
The Dayton Invitational
provided Wright State golfers
a chance to tee it up, and the
Raiders swung into action with
a second-place finish behind
Xavier.
Wright State shot 291, three
strokes off Xavier's pace.
Bart Papkc led Wright Slate
with 70, tying for second and
just one stroke behind medal-

ist David Von Haefen of
Xavier.
Other Wright Stale finishers include Chris Cadwallader
(72), Mark Alviano (74), James
Whitacre and Sam Arnold
(75s).
The Raiders travel to the
Murray State Invitational Sept.
18-19 and the Indianapolis Invitational Sept. 22.

Wright State University
names men's tennis coach
Wright State hired Bill
James as the men's tennis
coach Sept. 15.
Jamc replaces Wyatt
Bumgardner, who left to pursue other interests earlier this
summer.

James is a veteran of Dayton-area tennisand has coachcd
at Springboro High School.
He is a semi-retired stockbroker and graduated from
Oakwood High School and
Miami (OH) University.

Raiders to shoot for local
bragging rights against UD
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
WnghtState's women's soccer team learned a couple lessons last weekend and now the
Raiders will apply those Sept.
16 against Dayton and Sept 20
at Butler.
The Raiders suffered losses
to Radford and James Madison
on the road this year, giving
them a record of 1-2-1.
"These teams arc good
teams," said Wright State coach
Hylton Dayes. "We seemed a
little flat. We learned how to
batdc back. Against Radford,
we found out45 minutes doesn' t
make a soccer game."
Wright State will keep that

in mind as it prepares for the Flyers
— a hometown rivalry for bragging rights in Dayton.
"It's like every game —it's
big," Dayes said. "They are a tough
team. They've improved over last
year and we have to go in ready to
play."
Two freshmen provided the fire
power for WSU against James
Madison as Angie Poppaw and
Julie Bulmer neacd goals.
Both have two goals on the
season. The main qucstior puzzling Dayes entering the Dayton
contest is the Raiders defense.
"After giving up five goals in
twe games, that's not particularly
good," Dayes said.
WSU goalie Leigh Ann Brown
recorded 21 saves in the two games.

I
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WSU expects to net additional wins with newcomers
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
The women's tennis team returns just four players from last
year's squad, but by no means are
the Raiders green.
A mixture of experience blends
together for Wright State, even
though many of the Raiders have
not played together during actual
matches.
Mandi Mullins is back as the
lone returning senior, and Kelli
Price, Beth Starrett and Dianna
Marshall return to anchor Wright
State as juniors.
New faces on the Raiders' roster this season include sophomores
AnnGurding, Amy Ncff.and freshman Susie Zaharieff.
"Just looking around at the
team now, 1 think we arc a better
team," said coach Charlie Painter.
A major reason for the Raiders'
improvement is senior Debbie
Marshall — a transfer from East
Tennessee State and Dianna's sister.
"I guess I got homesick. Plus
my sister plays for Wright State,"
said Debbie about her transfer. "It's
kind of like high school and I'm
looking forward to it."
And so is Dianna, who played
second singles for the Raiders last
year, finishing 18-6.
"I hope we play together. 1 think
we'll push one another and take
each other's criticism well and not
get mad," Dianna said.
"We talked up and down about

Mandi Mullins
it and 1 told her it was up to her."
Dianna would also like to help
her sister finish with a bang.
"I t's her last year and she wants
to do well and I want her to do
well," Dianna said. "She's really
excited about it. I'm excited."
They aren't the only ones.
While at East Tennessee,
Marshall finished one place higher
each season, working her way up
from fourth place to second.
The crowning jewel in her collegiate career would be a first in the
Mid-Continent Conference.
"I know it's a big goal, but I'd
like to have a conference title. I
don't think it's too far fetched," she
said. "Teamwise, tofinishone better or a couplc of spots better than
last year. We've got a lot of potential."
Wright State competed in the

North Star Conference last season, sition, leaving Painter
but this year it joined the Mid-Con. with a tough decision
Leading the charge should be — but one he doesn't
Debbie Marshall, who will be mind making.
"I feel we will be
looked to for leadership and wins,
improved this year. I
possibly at first singles.
"I hope with my age, there are a think Dianna is playlot of young girls out here, I'll be ing better and I think
an asset and maybe a leader," she Debbie will really give
us a lot of maturity
said. "I feel old. I'm 22."
Mull ins also should carry a large with her experience
load, and like Marshall, she's pre- and age," Painter said.
"Mandi is the same
pared.
"I have a better mental atti- way. She played two
tude," said Mullins, who went 14- years ago at a junior
10 at third singles. "Last year I college and one year
transferred from Sinclair, so this here. We arc going to
be more mature this
year I know what to expect."
year, emotionally and
psychologically."
Also playing key
1. think we have a lot bet- roles in Wright State's
> by Dave Hwang
success arc Price and
Dianna Marshall is a key player this year.
ter team this year. We have a Starrett.
Price played mostly at fifth and
Starrcli fits well into Wright
lot better players and hopesixth singles last season, finishing State's plans, and may once again
with a 12-10 record.
see action at fourth singles, where
fully we'll do better."
"Kelli is a super player and can she went 11-12 last season.
—Mandi Mullins
be a match decider for us," Painter
"I want to have a good season.
said. "She played really well in I had a lot of good matches, but I
the spring and is continuing that didn't have as good record as I
Mullins also earned valuable this fall."
wanted to," Starrett said.
experience playing on the National
"I think we got a few players
That also describes Wright
Amateur circuit.
that will make the team complete," State's showing at the North Star
"I played last year, too, but I did Price said. "I want to play consis- championships.
a little bit better this year," Mullins tently and win for this team."
"We played really well, but it
said. "I think we have a lot better
Something the Raiders will didn't show. We played a lot of
team this year. We have a lot better desperately need to compete in close matches, we just didn't win
players and hopefully we'll do bet- the Mid-Con.
as many of them," Starrett said.
ter."
"Our conference is really
But with the new faces blendMullins is battling both tough, but I think we fit in well," ing with the old ones, Wright State
Marshalls for the first-singles po- she said.
just might change that this year.
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CD"THECONNECTION
COMPACT DISC STORE"

Next Week In
The Guardian!

CABLE4A
WPTO Channel 14

TAKES OVER PROGRAMMING FOR
THE COMPLETE STORY IN NEXT WEEK'S NEWS SECTION.

NEW RELEASES
Featured at only

$1H99

Bobby Brown - Bobby • "
Public Enemy - Greatest Misses
Norther Exposure - TV Soundtrack
Eric Clapton - Unplugged
Ramones - Mondo Bizarro
Robert Cray -1 Was Warned
Suzanne Vega - 99.9°F
While special supplies last
Beavercreek

Lazarus Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West ol
WngW Stale University

Comer ot Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering

St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75
Near Toy's R- Us

"Welcome Back"
Concert & Dance Party!
at the

Nutter Center
with
John S t a n l e y & C o t t o n
T h u r s d a y , Sept# 1 7 9 p m
WSU Students $2 w/ ID
All Others $5

T i c k e t * a r e a v a i l a b l e a I Nut l e i C e n l e r Co* O f f i c e
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WSU expects to maul competition with pack attack
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
Cross country may depend upon
individual efforts, but Wright State
coach Mike Baumer is preaching
the power of the pack this season.
Baumer wants to see his men's
and women's team members push
one another by running together, a
tactic that gave the Raiders a win in
its opening meet.
The Raiders literally ran away
from Dayton as the women scored
a 23-35 win, while the men defeated the Flyers 23-28.
"We beat Dayton and that was
a team goal," said senior Jane
Recker, a three-time MVP and
North Star Conference champion.
"This is our strongest team since
I've been here. We are all getting
along and working as a team."
Which is exactly what Baumer
wants.

'It was a nice win for us," he
said. "You're always apprehensive
before your first competition. I felt
it would be a close race."
It was ciose, but only for about
a quarter mile.
"Jane took the lead and dominated it," Baumer said. "She ran
the race she needed. It's nice to
start the season with an individual
win."
"I just want to go out, do my
best and have fun," said Recker,
who finished the race in 19:57.
"You can't run 10 miles a day and
not like it."
And if Recker keeps dominating the competition, she will be
loving it.
The top five finishers for WSU
were Recker, Angie Moore, Juli
Gibson, Karen Huguenot and
Stephanie Mayer. Tracy Owens
joins Recker as the two seniors on
the team.

Introducing. •

Va-ddy

NIGHT CLUB

960 Miamisburg-Cenlerville Road

APPEARING
SEPT. 22nd

Doors Open at 8:00
S h o w Starts at 9:30
Must be 21

V A A A / J

1993 BSN STUDENTS

&

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(513)426-2116

Directions to Wright State's
cross country invitational
Take 1-75 North to CentervllleMlambburgextt (RL 725).Turn
left on 725. Turn left on Helncke
Road and make quick left Into
Sycamore Trails Park. The
park is at the first stoplight past
Serra Chevrolet as you enter
Mlamisburg from the east
Onthemen'sside.WSU'sMatt
Pcnnucci won the race in 21:17. He
was followed by Jamie Schramm,
Steve Keivel, Kascy Sims and Mike
Dahl.
"I think Dayton ran a poor tactical race," Baumer said. "They ran
in packs and some of our guys
infiltrated those packs. They pushed
them and forced them to change
their pace."
Even though Wright State beat

Dayton without the pack, Baumer
would like to see his Raiders pairing up in races to push one another.
"Against Dayton we had four
orfive girls 30 seconds apart each
Baumer said. "We haven' i had that
for several seasons. With packing,
it gets the girls to encourage and
push each other."
Recker doesn't need much
pushing, but she is getting it anyway from Baumer and the men's
team.
"With Jane, ve are working her
differenUy," Baumer said. "She's
going to be running with the guys
and sometimes with me. She is
really going to find out what the
definition of pushing it is. I'm real
optimistic about the women's
team."
Baumer also expects good
things from the men's team.
"With the men's team, we have
a lot ofjuniors," Baumer said. "I've

thrown a lot at them during the
preseason, but they' ve responded."
Two seniors appear on the
men's roster as Kyle Goldsberry
and Mike Dahl fill those positions.
"I think me and Dahl make a
good pair," said Goldsberry. "He
has a good work eihic and I like to
have fun and work hard, too."
Goldsberry didn't run against
UD due to bursitis, but is on track
to join the varsity squad soon —
with hard work, of course.
"I worked my way up tocollege
through hard work and it got me a
scholarship," Goldsberry said.
"I'm real excited about the season. There's a lot of support in the
ranks," Baumer said. "People wait
around for others when they finish
running instead of leaving. It's exciting."
And that's also what the Raiders should be on the cross country
course.

U i . U U U U i i i U . U i t.iii
I 1992 CROSS
( COUNTRY
I SCHEDULE
i
T H E S E A R C H IS N O W O N !
" 1 9 9 3 MISS OHIO USA" P A G E A N T "
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
II you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February
1. 1993. never married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm students are
eligible, you could be Ohio's representative at the
CBS nationally televised Miss USA" Pageant" in
February to compete for over $200,000 in cash and
pn/es The Miss Ohio USA" Pageint for 1993 will
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of the
Columbus Marnott North in Columbus. Ohio.
November 27th. 28th and 29th. 1992 The new
Miss Ohio US A." along with her expense paid trip
to compete in the CBS nationally televised Miss
USA" Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash
among '-er many pn/es All girls Interested In
competing for the title must write:
Courtney Baber
Miss Ohio USA
1 9 9 3 Miss Ohio USA" P a g e a n t
c/o Tri-State H e a d q u a r t e r s - Dept. CA
3 4 7 Locust Avenue. Washington. PA 1 5 3 0 1 - 3 3 9 9
Trl-State Headquarters
Phone Is 412/225-5343

i.
i

SEPTEMBER 19
Wright State Invitational
Women 10 am
Men 10:45 am
OPEN 11:30 am
SEPTEMBER 26
at Louisville Invitational
Men 11 am
Women Noon
OCTOBER 3
at Ohio University Invitational
Women 10 am
Application Deadline Is October 10. 1992
Letters MUST include u recent snapshot.
Men 10:30 am
brief biography, phone number and address.
OCTOBER 9
'Miss USA' Pageant It port o/ the family of Paramount Communications. Inc
at
All-Ohio Intercollegiate
Miss Ohio USA" Is 'A Carvern Production'
Men 2 pm (at Ohio Wesleyan)
Women 2:45 pm
OPEN Men 3:30 pm
OPEN Women 4:15 pm
OCTOBER 17
at Wittenberg "Homecoming"
Women TBA
Men TBA
OCTOBER 31
at Mid-Continent Conference
Women 11:30 am (at W. Illinois)
M 12:30 pm
NOVEMBER 14
NCAA Regionals (Bloomington, IN)
Women 10:30 am
Men 11:30 am
NOVEMBER 23
NCAA Nationals (BSoomington, IN)
Women 11 am
Men Noon
NOVEMBER 28
US Cross Country Championships
Pizza H u t
(at Kenosha, WI)
11 W e s t
Dayton-Yellow
Men TBA
Springs Road
Women
TBA
Fxpires 10-21-!
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Oliver
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$3 Off any LARGE PIZZA
$2 Off any MEDIUM PIZZA
for delivery customers only
call

I
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CLASSIFIEDS

Q AUTOMOTIVE
1988 Toyota Tercel. 2-door. manual
transmission, A'C. pbps. blue, 70,000
miles, stereo with tape deck. $4450
Call Scott 228-6625
87 Honda Accord Hatch Dark Blue
K. air conditioning New Tires, new
bat'ery.Great car $5500

® RENT/ HOME

Q SERVICES
Make the most of your degree Resume
consultation Writing, retyping, cover letters,
SF 171's. Three month listing on National
Resume Bank available PAHW member
4292475.

63

Need to buy Transportation
A S A P to a n d from work/school
C a r o r T r u c k in the $300 range
Very willing to negotiate

EVENTS
Image Co-op exhibit at Books & Co.
thougout month ol September. Featuring
images by Tony Ciarlariello. Scon Cooper,
and David Hwang. Open reception
Sunday, Sept. 13 from 4:00 to 5 30.

Student
Government
Positions
available
now!
Call 873-2098
or stop by 033 UC

AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGES OF
RIVERSIDE - Adiacent to Area B. WPAFB.
4 8 Mi io WSU. 1 Bdrm dlx, ww carpel. A/
C. 600 sq. ft.; ample, lighted parking, quiei.
secure area #1 i & #23 RTA bus out front.
UNFURNISHED • $280 - 350 /mo.
Fairborn, unfurnished apartment, clean,
large, 2-bedroom. no lease, utility room, air,
w/d hookup, appliances, carpet, 3 mms. to
WSU. $400 plus deposit, utilities. 878
4585

Looking For An Opportunity To
Get Involved While Gaining
Valuable Experience?
Apply To Serve On
University Committies
Through
Student Government
033 University Center
873 - 2098

I need a place to live ASAP. Around $150
per month. Senior, non-smoker, no gender
preference, never home. Call Steve at the
Guardian 873-2505.
Housemate wanted: conveniently located
downtown in the McPhearsoi Town
Historic District. Large. 4-bedroom (own
room). 1 1/2 baths, basement, house
washer/dryer equipped. @ 210.00 mo.
includes everything.

Please come.
Fri Sept. 18 Party at the top of Forest Lane
off campus starting at 7:00.

GENERAL
FOR SALE: Flute (Gemeinhardt) Excellent
condition $100. Call Karen 873-2987

HELP WANTED
Cable Production Assistant. The City of
Beavercreek is seeking applicants for the
part-time position of Cable Production
Assistant. The work involves entry-level
technical responsibilites for the City's cable
programming unit (BAC 11). Hours of work
are variable, including shifts of one to five
hours during morning, afternoon and
evening. Applications are available at City
Hall, reception window. 1368 Research
Park Dr.. Beavercreek 427-5511
FINANCIAL AID AVAJLABLE! Attention
Students1 Over $5 Billion in grants and
scholarships are now available for college
students nationwide. All Students are
Eligible! Let us help you locate the money
you are eligible to receive. Applications
now being accepted. For your financial aid
program call (206) 632-0920 ext. F5570.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries. Earn $5,000»/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. Mala or Female. For
employment program call 1 -206-545-4155
ext. A5570.
HIRING NOW! HIRING NOW!
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS No sales
No experience. For National research firm.
Part-time evenings and weekends
Interviewers, data entry and supervisors
needed. Weekly trainind. Across from
Wnght Stale 427-9375.
GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00 In just one week* Plus $1.000
for the member who calls' And a free
headphone radio just for calling 1 -800-9320528. Ext. 65.
Mail Handlers needed immediately to
process large amounts of mail. FAST
CASHI Send a self-addressed stamped
envelope 'or details and application to
ABC Mail Processing, PO Box 159, Dixon
Spnngs, TN 37057

Q PERSONALS
WSU grad, white male seeks college girts
18-25 for fun, romance, dating or
relationship. Send photo if possible along
wit* address & phone number to P.O Box
750322 Dayton, OH 45475-0322

or

$cr\

2 Egg McMuffins® for 2
2776 COL. GLENN HWY.
(Across the street from WSU)

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Free Large Order of French Fries
at
McDonald's,® 2776 Col. Glenn Hwy.
Expires: 9/30/92
Not good with any other offer. One coupon per customer, per visit.
Cash value 1/20 of one cent.
© 1992 McDonald's Corporation

Wright State University
Students Ready to Succeed!
Dayton. Ohio—These students are among Wright State University's newest scholars who will accept the challenge of success
this fall. They are among the Miami Valley's brightest and best, and we're proud they've chosen Wright State University!

Charles H. Hewitt Memorial Scholars

Merit Commended Scholars
F~

^ iK

BeWCantieW

JatonClart

Hathaniet Gardiner
Worth CoU^f Hill
Pre Med

Julie Gemner
Wapatonet a
Communication

I '

Michael S

Kevin Smrtn

A! I

Steven Noren
Fauhorr
Human»acton In®

JLl I

Chrolopher Daini
Butlfi
Ingmetttng PfcySKl

PhUfdwaidl
froy
Undecided

Krota Ot«»i
Carrol)
Social Wort

IhomaiPed
War*
Accountancy *uiance

Slelanie Badden
Ciumuude Julienne
fuftnh

Hainan Bradie,
lima
Bto Sci Pre Me(3

Rachel Bellom,
Ben»amm I ofan
P»,choloq,

toward G»ri
Beavercreefc
Undecided

Meirua (lliof
Tippecanoe
Math Chenwtry

il

Oennu HiUeman
fairOom
Computet Science

Himbert* Jone*
Olentaupi local
Sec tfloea lion

eta**

je/vr, Heinous

Jamei

Biomedical Eng

Communication

L.JL;

Valedictorian/Salutatorian Scholars
SO/fralM

wendflm

Mechanical Eng

Auadafuteaft

r &

Pre l a u

Undecided

Special Recognition Scholars
Paul Laurence Dunbar Scholars

I any a Marling

Jtm Sever
1 fafl

fnfmeenng

Invironmental Sci

C. J. McLin Student Leadership Development Scholars

WSU National Scholars

} 10
Daniel Omotewi
Xrma
Mechanical Eng

IftouyHofen
Mid&
Sec i

Tara Craven

S U C C E E D W I T H US!

Robert White

BIZ IZ

BIZMART IS YOUR BACK- TO-SCHOOL HEADQUARTERS!
EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY^

IWss

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

S#k9Q

u \\ jwspow
V
SUPER BREAK
BACKPACK
The campus carryall' Durable, water-resis
Cordura nylon Has large kippered iront
pocket and "Key-Per" kev holder. <1010'

COLLEGE L O G O T-SHIRT
Rugged 100% cotton compacted
Heavyweight jersey with quality tapped
shoulders & double-needle coverstitched
hems <1010984

COLLEGE IMPRINT P L A N N E R
5 * 8 " weekly planner. Augu<r 1992-July
1993. One week per t w o pa.,* spread
Available In black, blue or red »1011046

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

$ « 9 9

FIVE'STAR
FIRST G E A R Z I P P E R E D B I N D E R
3-nng binder with tough nylon case and
pockets (or papers, calculator, pens 4 more
Choose black, blue, red or teal »101166?
EVERYDAY

$ 4 69

EVERYDAY
CAMBRIDGE
IMPRINT
PADFOLIO
vinyl 8 . x 11 pad holder with pen holding
vailablc in black or burgundy
10964

COLLEGE L O G O SWEATSHIRT
Heavyweight 50% cotton/50% pofyester
fleece features
neece
feature quality construction, detailing
and generous athletic cut <1010981.

AMPAO

COLLEGE
PRODUCTS

WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK
One-subject 11 x 8"." notebook with pocket
90 sheets <1009801

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

snA99

$t%79

uniden

H|rav#«ai
ORIOLE # 2 LEAD PENCILS
commercial B-grade lead and
Si* dozen #1009343

EVERYDAY

$A99

nciuded

^

$«99
S M a s t e r Lock
COMBINATION LOCK

Tops for school lockers! Stainless steel body
with hardened steel shackle. <5001225

MONITOR

y i

0'SULUVAN
COMPUTER WORKCENTER
Functional furniture with colonial oak
laminate nnish. includes hutch, pull-out
cart with adjustable shelves, large
etter-size Me and box drawers, sturdy pull
out keyboard shelf, CPU shelf and raised
monitor platform. 48'/.h * 59'Z.w x 23'/.d"
"9001569

EVERYDAY

^$lf A99

EVERYDAY

14" SUPER
VGA COLOR
INCLUDED

CT 3 5 5 C O R D L E S S T E L E P H O N E
Get clear, corded-phone sound quality
Features lO-number and Auto ilk*" t o
automatically switch t o talk mode when
handset is removed from cradle. *3002731

#1 9 9

EVERYDAY

COLLAPSIBLE LUNCH B A G
The cool
way to carry your lunch and a cold
drink 1 Super-insulated polythylene t o keep
stuff cool and even cooler with ice Keeps
food warm t o o Collapses flat for easy
storage Choose zebra-stripe-<1011614
assorted designs-<101161S

LOGO

2-POCKET PORTFOLIO
Attention-grabbing laminated paper portfolios
955

ROYAL
8500PD PROFESSIONAL
PRINTING CALCULATOR
Heavy-duty calculator features high-speed
black and red ribbon printing with comma
separation Extra-large S b'ight 1 J-digit
display AC
•1009319

IS\U,U-

•99

EVFRYDA/

EVERYDAY

$-WiI99

(hstivnxPiKimFJUis.ixc.
BIZMART DELIVERS
386SX/25MHz.
PERFORMANCE,
PRINTER (f CABLE*
ALL AT ONE

•386SX, 25MHz.
•2MB standard RAM
•85M8 hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
<4503069

y o u GET ALL
THIS FOR O N L Y
™ I S FOR ONLY
486-CLASS PERFORMANCE
ATA SUPER LOW PRICE
EVERYDAY

^

EXEC 3 8 6 * 2 5 * "
COMPUTER
• 14* VGA Color Monitor
•Keyboard
•MS-DOS
•PFS First Choice

SlCgWP'- NX-1001
MULTI-FONT PRINTER
eight enhancements <4501874.
PRINTER CABLE
foot parallel printer cable. <4501838

2496if 9600-BPS
INTERNAL FAX/MODEM
Advanced 9600-bps fax and Hayesmodem lets you send
faxes from any G3 fax device f o r
and compatible computers. <4502459

1399
Iff/LASER

$«i 9 I I A 9 9

486SX/25 COMPUTER
•80486SX, 25MHz.
• 4M8 standard RAM
• 100M8 hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
• 14* 28mm SVGA color monitor
•Keyboard & Mouse
•MS-DOS 5 0
•Microsoft Windows
•Microsoft Works for Windows
<4503091

SPINNAKER

/ )

PFS:WRITE PC S O F T W A R E
DOS w o r d processor with what-you
what-you-get (WYSIWYG) display & scalable
fonts. Plus spelfinj'grammar checker and
thesaurus, clip an S mail merger. <4502681

EVERYDAY™

$BMM9

EVERYDAY

$ E! #1 99
iwnter

SOUNDBLASTER CARD
A d d amazing sound capabilities to your PC.
Features 11-voice FM music ( A d l i b
compatible), digitized voice input (DMA),
joystick port and microphone amplifier &
jack. MIDI interface <4501925

QUE SOFTWARE
RIGHTWRITER PC S O F T W A R E
The best way t o Improve your writing'
Proofreads documents for thousands of
errors In grammar, style, word usage and
punctuation Works within several populai
wprd-ptocesiing programs <4502761.

IS SCHOOLSMART
N I X T DAY D E L I V E R Y
Dayton,
(513) I

10,000 PRODUCTS, 7 DAYS A WEEK

V—»•*»'
1 . 8 0 0 - 0 5 6 - 6 3 7 8

STORE HOURS
Mon-Fri 8.00 A M - 9 0 0 P M
Sat. 9:00 A M - 9 0 0 P M
Sun. 12 0 0 PM-6 0 0 P M

